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ARTICLE OPEN
Selective control of molecule charge state on graphene using
tip-induced electric ﬁeld and nitrogen doping
Van Dong Pham1,5, Sukanya Ghosh2,6, Frédéric Joucken3, Mario Pelaez-Fernandez1,7, Vincent Repain1, Cyril Chacon1, Amandine Bellec1,
Yann Girard1, Robert Sporken3, Sylvie Rousset1, Yannick J. Dappe4, Shobhana Narasimhan2 and Jérôme Lagoute1
The combination of graphene with molecules offers promising opportunities to achieve new functionalities. In these hybrid
structures, interfacial charge transfer plays a key role in the electronic properties and thus has to be understood and mastered.
Using scanning tunneling microscopy and ab initio density functional theory calculations, we show that combining nitrogen doping
of graphene with an electric ﬁeld allows for a selective control of the charge state in a molecular layer on graphene. On pristine
graphene, the local gating applied by the tip induces a shift of the molecular levels of adsorbed molecules and can be used to
control their charge state. Ab initio calculations show that under the application of an electric ﬁeld, the hybrid molecule/graphene
system behaves like an electrostatic dipole with opposite charges in the molecule and graphene sub-units that are found to be
proportional to the electric ﬁeld amplitude, which thereby controls the charge transfer. When local gating is combined with
nitrogen doping of graphene, the charging voltage of molecules on nitrogen is greatly lowered. Consequently, applying the proper
electric ﬁeld allows one to obtain a molecular layer with a mixed charge state, where a selective reduction is performed on single
molecules at nitrogen sites.
npj 2D Materials and Applications             (2019) 3:5 ; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41699-019-0087-5
INTRODUCTION
The interface between organic molecules and graphene is the
focus of growing interest for combined molecular and graphene-
based electronics.1 Interfacial charge transfer is a key factor that
controls the interface dipole, electronic doping, and chemical
acitivity. Using electron donor or acceptor molecules, it is possible
to achieve n-type or p-type doping of graphene by non-covalent
functionalization.2–7 However, the nature of the molecules is not
the only parameter determining the charge transfer. Applying an
external electric ﬁeld or using functionalized graphene also allows
one to tailor the electronic interaction of molecules with
graphene. Recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experi-
ments have shown that a gate voltage can tune the charge state
of a molecule on graphene and the alignment of the molecular
states.8,9 The molecule/graphene interface can also be tuned
using chemically doped graphene, whereby foreign atoms are
subsituted for carbon atoms. Among the possible doping
elements, the case of nitrogen has been widely investigated,10–
13 since it allows one to perform n-doping without inducing
structural relaxations, while preserving the Dirac cone in the band
structure. It has been shown that nitrogen doping improves the
performance of graphene devices such as sensors or capacitors,
due to local variations in chemical reactivity or charge transfer at
the doping sites.14,15 It is therefore necessary to understand the
electronic interaction of graphene with molecules at the single
molecule level. Recently, STM experiments have shown that
molecules adsorbed at nitrogen sites exhibit a different electronic
spectrum from those adsorbed on pristine areas, with a shifted or
reduced electronic gap.16–18 The effect of an applied electric ﬁeld
on these hybrid systems has however not yet been studied.
Here, we study the effect of tip-induced electric ﬁelds in STM
experiments on the charge state of molecules on both pristine
and nitrogen-doped graphene. We show that the tip-induced
electric ﬁeld shifts the molecular levels, allowing one to change
the charge state of the molecules. Combining this electric ﬁeld
effect with chemical doping of graphene allows one to achieve a
selective reduction of a single molecule in a monolayer of organic
molecules on the surface of graphene. We use STM and ab initio
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to study a model
system comprising tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) molecules
on multilayer graphene on a SiC(0001̄) substrate. TCNQ is a well-
known electron acceptor, that has previously been investigated by
STM on a variety of substrates.19–22
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows a STM image of a TCNQ molecular island self-
assembled on pristine graphene, exhibiting a nearly square lattice
with unit cell vectors of lengths a= 0.93 ± 0.01 nm, b= 0.89 ±
0.02 nm, and angle θ= 85 ± 2° [Fig. 1b]. The structure of the
molecular layer is well reproduced by the calculations [see Fig. S1
in Supplementary Information].
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Differential conductance (dI/dV) spectroscopy on TCNQ exhibits
a broad resonance at positive bias, and a sharp peak at negative
bias [Fig. 1c]. The experimental STM image in Fig. 1b, recorded at a
bias voltage of 1 V, is fairly well reproduced by the simulated STM
image calculated from DFT at a bias corresponding to the energy
of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) state for the
TCNQ on graphene system [Fig. 1d]; it is also similar to that
reported previously for the LUMO state of self-organized TCNQ on
graphene on Ir(111).20,21 The peak around the bias voltage
VLUMOb ¼ 0:75 V± 0:05 V is therefore attributed to arise from the
LUMO state of the TCNQ molecules. It has to be noted that this
peak appears asymmetric with a shoulder on the right side. We
attribute this to the presence of a satellite peak above the LUMO
peak. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 2a (black curve). Such
satellite peaks have been reported for F4TCNQ adsorbed on
graphene on hBN9 and attributed to vibronic transitions. In the
spectrum reported in Fig. 2a we measure an energy separation
between the LUMO peak and the satellite peak of 0.22 V, which is
very close to the value measured on F4TCNQ.
9 Therefore, we
attribute the asymmetry of the LUMO peak to the presence of
vibronic peaks.
The sharp peak at a negative bias Vchb has a different physical
origin. It shifts signiﬁcantly upon changing the tip-sample distance
z, as shown in Fig. 2a, b. Remarkably, the peak (at positive bias)
corresponding to the LUMO state also exhibits a shift with z (see
Fig. 2b and Fig. S2 in Supplementary Information), which is not at
all expected for a molecular resonance when a molecule is in
direct contact with a conductive surface; the origin of this shift will
be explained further below. Spectroscopic features similar to these
sharp peaks at negative bias have previously been observed for
other adsorbates on various surfaces.23–28 Their origin has been
attributed to a charging of the adsorbate induced by the electric
ﬁeld of the tip, that shifts an adsorbate state to the Fermi level
through a band bending effect. Thus, the sharp peak at negative
bias arises from a charging of the molecule and not from the
HOMO state.
To verify whether the position of the LUMO state is indeed
inﬂuenced by the application of an electric ﬁeld, we next examine
changes in the projected density of states (PDOS) of the molecule
and graphene, as calculated from DFT, upon varying the strength
of an applied vertical electric ﬁeld. Examples of the PDOS at three
values of electric ﬁeld are shown in Fig. 2c (note that the position
of the LUMO is shifted in the calculations with respect to the
experiment, this is a well-known shortcoming of DFT). Our results
show that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
LUMO peaks are downshifted when a negative (from molecule to
graphene) electric ﬁeld is applied, while they shift in the opposite
direction for a positive electric ﬁeld [note the displacement of the
green peaks in Fig. 2c]. Remarkably, Fig. 2c also shows that, at the
same time, the graphene PDOS shifts in the opposite direction
(note the displacement of the blue curves in the graphs). As will
be shown below, this arises from an electric ﬁeld-dependent
charge transfer between graphene and the TCNQ molecules.
These shifts are also clearly visible in Fig. 2d, where we have
plotted how the calculated HOMO and LUMO energies vary with
the applied electric ﬁeld. Note that when the LUMO state is
separated from the Fermi level, ELUMO varies almost linearly with
the electric ﬁeld with a slope of 0.9 nm. This behavior is quite
different from the expectation that an electric ﬁeld would change
the chemical potential of the sample surface, leading to a rigid
shift in the spectrum of the entire molecules+ graphene system.
Fig. 1 2D island of TCNQ molecules on pristine graphene. a Large-
scale STM image (30 × 30 nm2, V= 1 V, I= 30 pA). b Zoomed-in STM
image (2.5 × 2.5 nm2, V= 1 V, I= 30 pA) with superimposed unit cell
and atomic structure of the TCNQ molecule (H—black, C—brown, N
—green). c Representative dI/dV spectrum recorded above a TCNQ
molecule. d Simulated STM image at the calculated LUMO energy
(0.12 V) of the TCNQ molecular layer on monolayer graphene
Fig. 2 Effect of varying electric ﬁeld on spectra of TCNQ on pristine
graphene. a dI/dV spectra measured (−1.5 V, 15 pA) on a TCNQ
molecule when the tip is at the setpoint position (Δz= 0 nm), and
when it is retracted from it by 0.2 nm (Δz= 0.2 nm). b Positions of
the charging peak and of the LUMO peak as a function of the tip-
sample vertical retraction [same molecule and setpoint as in a]. The
blue lines are ﬁts to the model described in the text. c Projected
density of states, from DFT, on the graphene atoms (blue curve) and
molecule (green curve) at three values of applied electric ﬁeld. d
Results from DFT for change in the position of the HOMO and LUMO
states of TCNQ/graphene as a function of the applied electric ﬁeld;
dashed lines are a guide to the eye
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Our results show that, on the contrary, the molecular states are
not pinned to the Dirac point, under an electric ﬁeld. It is
important to note that our calculations do not include the ﬁeld
effect that occurs in gated devices, since there is no closed
connection that would allow a charge ﬂow with a gate. The
calculated shifts thus correspond to the shift induced by a
variation of molecule-graphene charge transfer. In a gated device
geometry, this effect should be added to the variation of the
chemical potential of the graphene due to the gate ﬁeld. We also
emphasize that one implication of the electric ﬁeld effect is that
the LUMO peak observed experimentally is shifted due to the tip-
sample electric ﬁeld, meaning that the measured energy of the
molecular state is shifted to higher energies, and thus values
extracted from scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) need to be
corrected.
To quantify the shift of the LUMO state, we consider a linear
dependence of the LUMO state U0 with the electric ﬁeld E. This is
expected when the density of states of the molecule is constant
around the Fermi level (which occurs when the HOMO and LUMO
states are well separated from the Fermi level) and the molecule/
graphene system behaves as an induced dipole (see the
discussion below). In such a case, the charge of the molecule is
proportional to the electric ﬁeld, and the molecular spectrum will
shift proportionally to the electric ﬁeld. When a negative bias is
applied, the LUMO state shifts to U0 þ κE where κ is the
proportionality factor relating the energy shift to the electric
ﬁeld. The charging process occurs when the LUMO state is at the
Fermi energy i.e., when U0 þ κE ¼ 0. Assuming a planar junction
geometry, the electric ﬁeld can be written as E ¼ Vb=ðz0 þ ΔzÞ,
where Vb is the bias voltage applied, z0 is the tip-sample
separation at the setpoint position, and Δz is the tip-sample
separation difference with respect to z0. The charging peak
appears when Vchb ¼ U0z0=κ  U0Δz=κ. The energy position of
this peak therefore depends linearly on the tip-sample separation,
as also observed experimentally [see Fig. 2b, lower panel]. A linear
ﬁt to the experimental data gives U0/κ= 1.97 V/nm and z0=
1.3 nm. For the LUMO state, the peak appears when
VLUMOb ¼ ðz0 þ ΔzÞU0=ðz0 þ Δz  κÞ. The best agreement with
the experimental data are obtained for U0= 0.6 V [blue curve in
Fig. 2b] leading to κ= 0.3 nm which is in the same range as the
slope of 0.9 nm mentioned above in the DFT calculation. This
suggests that in the experiments, the position of the LUMO is
overestimated by about 150 mV. Note that our model [see the
blue curves in Fig. 2b] correctly predicts that varying the tip height
has a large impact on the measured position of the charging peak,
but a much smaller impact on the position of the LUMO peak. It
should also be noted that in the limit of κ/z0≪ 1, the present
model leads to equations of the same form as a dual capacitance
model (see supplementary information). However, only the former
model incorporates the charge transfer between the molecule and
the substrate that comes out from the ab initio calculations.
To gain further insight into the physical origin of the electric
ﬁeld effect on TCNQ/graphene, we examine our results from DFT,
for how the charge transfer between graphene and TCNQ is
affected by the application of the electric ﬁeld [Fig. 3a]. We see
that the charge ΔQ gained by TCNQ from graphene varies
monotonically with the electric ﬁeld. A negative electric ﬁeld
induces an increased accumulation of electrons in TCNQ and a
depletion in graphene, whereas a positive electric ﬁeld reverses
this tendency. Interestingly, we see that at a sufﬁciently large-
positive electric ﬁeld higher than 1 V/Å, the direction of charge
transfer can be reversed, even though TCNQ is known to be an
electron acceptor. In Fig. 3b the computed electric dipole moment
μ of the molecule on graphene system is reported. The nearly
linear variation of μ with E indicates that the TCNQ/graphene
structure behaves like an induced electrostatic dipole. From the
slope of Fig. 3b we ﬁnd the vertical (perpendicular to the
graphene plane) polarizability α of the TCNQ/graphene system to
be 29 Å3/molecule. This value is larger than the polarizability of a
single TCNQ molecule in the gas phase, that we ﬁnd to be 12.9 Å3/
molecule in the direction perpendicular to the molecular plane, in
good agreement with previous studies.29,30 The larger polariz-
ability of the hybrid structure is attributed to its larger extension
along the vertical direction with respect to a single molecule.
A consequence of the electric ﬁeld-driven charge transfer is that
the position of the Dirac point of graphene changes upon the
application of an electric ﬁeld, in accordance with the charge
exchange with the molecule; this variation is plotted in Fig. 3c.
Alongside, we show, in Fig. 3d, the evolution of the spatial
redistribution of electron density; here we have plotted iso-
surfaces of Δρ= ρTCNQ/graphene− ρTCNQ− ρgraphene, where ρX is the
electronic charge density for the system X. We see that at zero
electric ﬁeld (image B), electrons are transferred from graphene to
the molecules, which is to be expected, since TCNQ is known to be
an electron acceptor. We also see that at negative electric ﬁeld
(image A) this charge redistribution is reinforced, whereas it is
reduced at positive electric ﬁeld (image C).
Finally, we combine the electric ﬁeld-induced charge transfer
with nitrogen doping of graphene in order to achieve a selective
reduction of a single TCNQ molecule in a 2D molecular lattice. On
nitrogen (N) doped graphene, it has been shown that when a
molecule is adsorbed above a N-site, the molecular states’
energies are downshifted due to a local charge transfer.16
Therefore the charging energy of a molecule above a N-site is
expected to be different from that of the surrounding molecules
above carbon sites (C-sites). In Fig. 4a we show a TCNQ molecular
island on N-doped graphene. The molecule adsorbed above a N-
site appears brighter. This contrast is due to an electronic effect
since it depends on the imaging bias voltage [at +1 V all the
molecules appear identical (Fig. 4b) while a contrast is observed at
−1.5 V (Fig. 4c)].
The local charge transfer at the N-site is revealed by a shift of
the LUMO state from 0.8 ± 0.06 V on C-sites to 0.35 ± 0.06 V on N-
sites [Fig. 4e]. This shift reveals a larger charge transfer from
graphene to TCNQ molecules at N-sites, similar to what has been
Fig. 3 Results from DFT calculations on TCNQ/graphene under a
vertical external electric ﬁeld E. a Charge gained by TCNQ molecule
(ΔQTCNQ) as a function of E. b Dipole moment μ of the TCNQ/
graphene system. c Energy of the Dirac point with respect to the
Fermi level as a function of E. d Isosurfaces (0.0007 e/bohr3) of the
charge density difference Δρ for three values of the electric ﬁeld.
Red/blue lobes correspond to electron accumulation/depletion,
respectively. Color code for atoms: C (of graphene)—gray, C (of
TCNQ)—brown, H—black, N—green. Color code for Dirac cone
schemes: blue—empty states, red—ﬁlled states
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reported for porphyrin on N-doped graphene.16 Our ab initio
calculations indicate that, for E ¼ 0, a TCNQ molecules at a N-site
gains 0.33 e, as compared to 0.20 e at C-sites. Although our
calculations show that the interaction of TCNQ with graphene is
increased by the nitrogen doping, the binding of TCNQ on N-
doped graphene is still of non-covalent nature (see supplementary
information). As a consequence, the charging peak at a N-site
shifts toward the Fermi level [see the red peak in Fig. 4e], since a
lower electric ﬁeld is required to bring the LUMO state to the
Fermi level.
Further conﬁrmation that the charging peak corresponds to the
occupation of the LUMO state is provided by the experimental
STM image at −1.5 V in Fig. 4c. We see that the bright molecule on
the N-site has a signiﬁcantly different shape (corresponding to the
LUMO of TCNQ) from its neighbors on C-sites, since Vchb for
molecules above nitrogen/carbon sites lies at a smaller/larger
magnitude than −1.5 V. Thus, only the LUMO state of the
molecule on a N-site becomes occupied. To conﬁrm this
interpretation, we obtain simulated STM images under the
condition E ¼ 1:5 V=Å and Vb= 0.74 V. Here, the LUMO for
molecule on N- and C-sites is at 0.74 eV and 1.06 eV, respectively.
Therefore, here one is mimicking the situation where one is at a
bias voltage that includes the LUMO for a molecule above N, while
remaining in the gap of the surrounding molecules. The resulting
image [Fig. 4d] reproduces well the experimental image, conﬁrm-
ing our interpretation.
In conclusion, we have shown that the tip-induced electric ﬁeld
shifts the molecular levels of TCNQ molecules on graphene,
leading to a change of charge state at negative bias. Using ab
initio calculations, we have shown that the molecule-on-graphene
hybrid structure can be viewed as an electrostatic dipole with a
dipole moment proportional to the electric ﬁeld. As a conse-
quence, the charge transfer, and therefore the electronic charge in
the molecule and graphene, is tuned by the electric ﬁeld. This
allows one to charge the molecules by applying a large bias
voltage in a STM experiment. The insertion of electron-donating
point defects in graphene (nitrogen atoms) allows one to shift the
energy levels of single molecules adsorbed directly above these N-
sites. This allows one to selectively charge these molecules when
the appropriate bias voltage is applied. As a consequence, in a
compact 2D molecular island, it is possible to achieve a selective
reduction of molecules adsorbed on N-sites. The ﬁeld-dependent
charge transfer is expected to arise whenever an electric ﬁeld is
present irrespective of whether it is applied by an STM tip or a
backgate electrode. Our results therefore suggest that, under the
application of a gate voltage and in the presence of defects, the
electronic structure of molecules and graphene will undergo site-
dependent shifts. This effect may be linked with the observation
that defects in graphene play an important role in the sensitivity
of chemical sensors.31
METHODS
Our STM experiments were performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions
at 4.6 K, using a Scienta Omicron low temperature STM. dI/dV spectra were
recorded through lock-in detection with a peak to peak modulation
amplitude of 35mV. Prior to the measurements on graphene, tungsten tips
were calibrated on a Au(111) surface until the spectroscopy shows the
Shockley state feature. Multilayer epitaxial graphene was grown on SiC
(0001̄) by annealing the SiC substrate in ultra high vacuum (UHV) at
1320 °C for 12min under a silicon ﬂux of ≈1 ML/min. Nitrogen doping was
obtained by exposing the graphene sample to a ﬂux of nitrogen radicals
produced by a remote RF plasma source.32 TCNQ molecules were
deposited on samples held at 4.6 K using an effusion cell (Dr. Eberl MBE-
Komponenten GmbH). The samples were then annealed to room
temperature in order to obtain 2D islands, and subsequently reinserted
in the STM stage.
Our DFT calculations were performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO
package,33 with a plane wave basis and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.
Exchange-correlation interactions were treated within a generalized
gradient approximation,34 with van der Waals interactions incorporated
using the DFT-D2 treatment.35 An external electric ﬁeld was applied via a
sawtooth potential along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
TCNQ/graphene system.36,37 The electronic charge was partitioned using
the Bader prescription.38 Simulated STM images were obtained using the
Tersoff-Hamann approach.39 The Kohn-Sham equations were expanded
using plane wave basis set with kinetic energy and charge density cutoffs
of 40 Ry and and 400 Ry, respectively.40 The Brillouin zone was sampled
using a 3 × 3 × 1 k point mesh for the smallest possible unit cell of the
TCNQ/graphene superstructure;41 commensurate sampling was used for
larger cells. Convergence has been improved by using Marzari-Vanderbilt
smearing with a width of 0.001 Ry.42 Interactions between periodic images
were minimized by introducing a vacuum with a spacing of 14 Å along
non-repeating directions. All the atomic coordinates were allowed to relax,
until the Hellmann-Feynman forces on all atoms are less than 0.001 Ry/
Bohr. For the TCNQ monolayer on nitrogen doped graphene the doping
concentration was 0.22 %. The atomic structure of the TCNQ/graphene
system used for calculations is displayed in supplementary information
(Fig. S1).
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Fig. 4 TCNQ molecules on nitrogen doped graphene. a STM image of a TCNQ molecular island on nitrogen doped graphene (100 × 100 nm2,
V=−1.5 V, I= 7 pA). Experimental STM images at 1 V b and −1.5 V c (20 pA, 3 × 3 nm2). d Calculated STM image under an electric ﬁeld of 1.5 V/
Å. e Representative dI/dV spectra recorded above molecules adsorbed on a C-site and a N-site. The blue dots in b and c mark the same
position on the surface, and hence indicate the same molecule
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